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Abstract

Online interactions between computer users form Internet-based social networks. In this paper we present a structural analysis of two such networks with wireless users. In one network the wireless users participate in a global file-sharing system, and in the other they interact with each other through a local music-streaming application.

1 Introduction

Human interactions can be modeled as social networks, in which a node represents a person and an edge indicates some interaction between two people. An interaction between two persons may take many forms: they are relatives, they went to school together, they have co-authored some paper, and so on. As the Internet becomes ubiquitous, people’s online interactions have also become an important part of modern social life. A good example is the email network on which people increasingly rely for their communication needs.

One of the goals among social network analysts is to find ways of revealing the underlying network structures. Researchers have studied different social networks and found some interesting patterns [4, 15, 5, 6]. These results have strong implications on how to build robust and fault-resilient systems [3], how to design more efficient search algorithms [1, 9], and how to contain epidemic viral propagations [11]. For instance, protecting the highly-connected nodes on the Internet is critical to minimize the impact of epidemic outbreak.

Recent advances in Wireless LAN (WLAN) technologies enable end users to use many applications on increasingly-powerful mobile devices. The interaction patterns of wireless users are likely to differ than those using stationary desktops, due to user mobility, battery constraints, and device form factors. Building software tools that create, maintain, and optimize social networks in such a wireless environment requires understanding of network characteristics and how the network evolves.

In this paper we present a statistical analysis of the structures of two online social networks, formed by wireless users’ interactions through peer-to-peer applications of global file sharing and local music streaming. By analyzing a four-week WLAN trace, we found that the wireless users in the global file-sharing network had few local communications. The majority of both networks were well-connected, though the global file-sharing network had a heavy-tailed distribution of the wireless node degree and the local music-streaming network did not. The local music-sharing network had both low clustering and low average shortest path length between any two nodes. We discuss the implications of these results on content sharing, distributed query, and worm infection in Section 4.

2 Methodology

The Dartmouth College campus is relatively compact, with over 190 buildings on about 200 acres. During the period of this study, there were about 566 802.11b access points (APs) covering most of the campus’s indoor and outdoor areas. These APs share the same SSID (Service Set IDentifier) to allow seamless roaming between APs. A building’s APs, however, are connected to the building’s existing subnet, and clients roaming between subnets are forced to obtain new IP addresses.
We installed 18 network “sniffers” in 14 different buildings to obtain detailed network-level traces. The 18 sniffers covered 121 APs in popular places, including libraries, dormitories, academic departments, and social areas. Each sniffer was a Linux box with two Ethernet interfaces, one for data sniffing and one for remote access. In each of the 18 switchrooms we attached the APs to a switch that has a port set to “monitor” mode and was hooked up with the sniffer. We then used tcpdump\(^1\) to capture any wireless traffic going through these APs’ wired interfaces (see citehenerson:mobicom04 for further details).

We are mainly interested in studying two peer-to-peer applications, Kazaa\(^2\) and iTunes.\(^3\) Kazaa is a popular global file sharing application, both in terms of number of participants and traffic volume seen. A Kazaa host allows the user to search and download files from other Kazaa hosts on the Internet without a centralized server. On the other hand, iTunes allows a user to discover another local iTunes host on the same subnet, load its playlist, and stream the audio of selected songs. A Kazaa or iTunes host is then both a server and a client.

In our study we used a four-week tcpdump trace collected by all 18 sniffers during the Winter 2004 term, from February 1 to February 28 inclusive. Though our sniffers had only partial coverage of the campus, we saw 4,084 wireless devices in the tcpdump trace out of all 5,321 wireless devices on campus during the same period (we used another trace to get all wireless MAC addresses\[^8\]). We filtered out Kazaa and iTunes traffic using their respective port numbers in the IP headers. Note that we discarded the iTunes’ local peer discovery traffic, since that protocol is used by many other applications. We then derived social networks for Kazaa and iTunes, in terms of undirected graphs, with a node representing a host and an edge representing communications seen in the trace.

There are two limitations of our approach. First, we missed any traffic between two wireless clients associated with the same AP since that traffic does not go through the AP’s wired interface and thus was not captured by tcpdump. This implies that the derived social networks had underestimated size in terms of the number of nodes and edges. Second, it was difficult to identify unique nodes because a host may change its IP address during the period of our study. For Dartmouth wireless hosts, we can use the MAC address in the tcpdump trace to uniquely identify them. For all other hosts, however, we had to distinguish them using their IP addresses. Unlike the previous case, this limitation implies that we overestimated the number of network nodes and edges. Although these factors do not necessarily cancel each other, we believe that they have little impact on our results given the statistical nature of our study.

3 Structural Analysis

We represent social networks as graphs, with nodes representing hosts and edges representing application-level communications. We focus the analysis on the wireless hosts since the social networks we captured were not complete. For instance, we could not observe the links between wired hosts (at Dartmouth or another site). We are also interested in the structural evolution of these social networks, so for some metrics we plot their values in daily sequence on the accumulated networks from the first day of our trace. We present the results here and discuss their implications in the next section.

3.1 Network size

Figure 1a shows the evolution of the accumulated overall network size (Y axis in log scale). We observed 22,935 Kazaa participants in total, out of which 329 were Dartmouth wireless hosts and less than 900 were Dartmouth wired hosts. The local iTunes network had 1,114 participants, out of which 616 were wireless hosts. The plot shows that for both networks, the number of new participants decreased in general and started to converge after some period of time. In addition, we also measured for each day how many new, previously unseen in the trace, wireless hosts participated in the global Kazaa and local iTunes networks. For Kazaa, the number of daily new wireless participants decreased from about 25 to 6 by the end of our trace. For iTunes, the daily new wireless hosts joining the network decreased from 51 to about 13 after 4 weeks.

Figure 1b plots the daily number of wireless participants. For Kazaa, there were maximum 52, minimum 18, and average 31.9 wireless users every day. For iTunes, we saw maximum 113, minimum 47, and average 82.9 daily wireless participants. Both networks had “weekend” effects, though interestingly, the number of wireless iTunes users

\(^1\)http://www.tcpdump.org/
\(^2\)http://www.kazaa.com/
\(^3\)http://www.apple.com/itunes/
bounced back on Sundays. One possibility for this could be that many students came back to work on their homework assignments that may be due on Monday, and they listened music while studying.

It is interesting to note that Kazaa appeared to be less popular than iTunes among wireless users. This is a bit counterintuitive given that a large fraction of Internet traffic is due to peer-to-peer applications. It is hard to confirm whether users tend not to use Kazaa wirelessly because of the limited bandwidth. So we looked at what operating systems these wireless hosts used (see [8] for details). We found that 40.3% of wireless iTunes hosts ran Mac OS and 59.3% ran Windows. On the other hand, 89.7% of wireless Kazaa clients ran Windows and only 9.1% ran Mac OS. Given that we had a large pool of wireless Mac users (about half of wireless Windows population) and most Kazaa clients only use Windows, it is then likely that we saw less wireless Kazaa participants than iTunes that supports both Windows and Mac OS.

Next we measured how active these wireless clients were in the two social networks. By active, we mean the participant had at least communicated with one peer. Of the wireless Kazaa participants in our 4-week trace, about 56.7% were active only for one day and about 95% were active less than 10 days. It was 46.6% and 89.5% percent for wireless iTunes participants, respectively. There are several possible reasons for the low activity of many wireless participants. First, due to mobility some users may only occasionally show up in the area covered by our sniffers. Second, a poor experience (failing to find what is desired for the first time, or the file turned out not to what desired after long download period) may cause the user to be reluctant to use Kazaa again. Finally, if users are more interested in their own collections instead of shared ones, then they will not often be active on iTunes network.

### 3.2 Network components

Both Kazaa and iTunes networks were not fully connected graphs and consisted of multiple components, where a component is a subgraph in which there is a path between any two nodes. We call the component with maximum number of nodes in the graph the giant component. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the networks; subplot (a) gives the number of components and subplot (b) gives the size of the giant component in the networks.

We found few interactions between wireless Kazaa clients, only 34 hosts communicated with another wireless
peer. Thus our Kazaa network was mostly a bipartite graph, with edges connecting wireless and wired hosts. The 22,606 wired Kazaa nodes included fewer than 900 Dartmouth hosts. The continued increase of the number of the components (from 19 to 90) indicates that the neighbor sets of wireless nodes are mostly disjoint. On the other hand, the giant component grew from 190 to 22,567 nodes, covering 98.4% of all Kazaa nodes by the end of the trace. We observed that the giant component already covered almost 90% nodes by the second day. The giant component contained several active Kazaa client(s) contacting many peers for downloading files; for instance, one wireless client communicated with 9,091 peers in total. So, although there was one huge component, there were always many tiny components as well.

It is surprising to see that the much smaller iTunes network having similar number of components as Kazaa network did, growing from 14 to 91. The giant component of iTunes network covered 79.2% of the nodes by the end of the trace, growing from 29 to 882. There are two contributing reasons for the high fragmentation of the iTunes network. First, two iTunes hosts can only communicate when they are on the same subnet, so the network thus have separate components for different subnets and these components may only merge as the hosts move across subnets. Second, the higher number of components (than the number of subnets we monitor) indicate that there were several components in individual subnets due to disjoint user interests. If we consider only the 616 wireless iTunes nodes, however, 425 of them formed a wireless-only network whose nodes communicated with at least one wireless peer. For this sub-network, the number of components actually decreased from 17 to 5 by the end of the trace. The size of the giant component in this wireless-only network increased from 33 to 411. These wireless hosts formed the core of our iTunes network and they became better connected due to host mobility and local interactions.

### 3.3 Node degrees

We define degree of a node to be the number of the edges with it as an end, or equivalently the number of its neighbors. We define average degree to be the sum of node degrees divided by the number of nodes. We found that the average degree of the Kazaa network changed little over time and stayed around 2.2. We believe that this low degree was caused by star-shaped components, and the average degree for a star is close to 2 (that is $\frac{2(n-1)}{n}$). The average degree
of the iTunes network, however, increased from 2.1 to 4.8 over the one-month period as the new interactions linked existing nodes. If we consider the wireless-only iTunes sub-network as described previously, the average degree actually increased from 1.9 to 7.0 showing there was abundant edges in the core components.

Figure 3a plots the distribution of the degrees of wireless hosts of two networks. The y axis is the pareto value, or the fraction of nodes whose degree is greater or equal to x. Note that both x and y axis are in log scale. The Kazaa curve is almost a straight line, indicating their degrees followed a “power-law” distribution [4]. We saw 91.3% Kazaa nodes had degree 1, most of them are wired hosts since we could not observe their other links. A wireless node had the largest degree 9,091, and about 91% of its neighbors had degree 1. There were only 25 other Kazaa nodes with degree more than 100. The degree distribution for iTunes, however, deviated from the power law and was not heavy tailed. About 63.8% iTunes hosts had more than 1 peer, 40.9% had more than 3 peers, 9.4% had more than 20 peers, and the largest degree was 91. Note that there is no “super” iTunes host emerging from the network due to the constraints of local communications.

Figure 3b plots the distribution of degree difference of an edge’s two end nodes over all edges. The medians of the degree differences for the Kazaa and iTunes networks are 2,018 and 15 respectively. What it means is that the edges in both networks tended to connect nodes with rather different degrees. As a matter of fact, the average degree of a node’s neighbors decreased as that node’s own degree increased. This is called disasortative mixing in social networks [10]. While our Kazaa and iTunes networks are not globally complete, since we could not observe the links between wired nodes, we believe that both networks had such phenomena and the probability of connecting two high-degree nodes was relatively low.

3.4 Small world

The term “small world” originated with the seminal experiment, conducted by Stanley Milgram in 1967, to test the hypothesis that individuals in United States would be connected through short chain of social ties [14]. A network with the small-world phenomenon is loosely characterized by a short average path length and a high clustering coefficient [15]. To handle disconnected graphs, we define average inverse path length $P$ to be: $\frac{1}{M} \sum \frac{1}{L}$, the sum of the
inverse length ($\frac{1}{L}$) of shortest paths between any two nodes, divided by the number of all possible edges in the graph ($M = \frac{N(N-1)}{2}$ and $N$ is the number of nodes). If there is no path between two nodes, the corresponding $\frac{1}{L}$ is zero. Furthermore, assuming $C_v$ is the number of edges among node $v$’s neighbors (size $k_v$) divided by the number of all possible edges among them ($\frac{k_v(k_v-1)}{2}$), then the clustering coefficient $C$ is defined to be the average of $C_v$ over all nodes. We expect to see both relatively high $P$ and $C$ values for small-world graphs.

In Figure 4 we plot the changing values of these metrics for the iTunes network. We ignore the Kazaa network here since (as we observed it) it was mostly a bipartite graph and did not have small-world characteristics. For comparison, we plot the two metric values for “WS graphs” that was created with an algorithm designed to show small-world characteristics [15]. We used WS graphs with the same number of nodes and approximately same number of edges as the accumulated iTunes networks had on a daily basis. Creating a WS graph requires an even integer for average degree as a parameter, so the result is an approximation to the iTunes network. We also compared the iTunes network with random graphs [2], which take the number of nodes and edges as parameters, so it had same size (nodes and edges) as the iTunes counterparts.

From Figure 4a we saw WS graph’s $C$ value had large increases on February 7th when the average degree increased from 2 to 4. With smaller average degrees, even the WS graphs had almost no clustering due to their lattice structure [15]. Beyond February 6th, the WS graphs had high clustering because it had nodes whose neighbors were also well connected. Random graphs had almost no clustering, while iTunes had limited clustering. Examining the inverse path length $P$ in Figure 4b, the WS graphs had a repeated pattern that once the average degree was fixed, the $P$ continued to decrease as the number of nodes increased until next degree increase. This effect is understandable since a lower $P$ implicates longer paths in the graph. The iTunes networks had $P$ values comparable with WS graphs but much higher than random graphs. This result indicates that the iTunes network had a lower average path length as the network evolved. In summary, the iTunes networks had weak small-world characteristics, with short average path lengths and some low-level clustering.


4 Discussion

A recent study of Kazaa network by analyzing traffic collected at Internet backbone shows that the Kazaa node degree does not obey a perfect power-law distribution [12]. Our study, however, shows at a smaller scale that the degree distribution for the wireless nodes follows a power law. We also found that the wireless nodes tend to connect to a large number of off-campus peers for file downloading, while there is little communication among local wireless peers. This result suggests that Kazaa is locality unaware, meaning it is likely not the case that Kazaa tries to resolve a query with data already available within an organization. Gummadi et al. propose a distributed caching mechanism to redirect all requests to local peers when possible to reduce external bandwidth consumption [7]. Our analysis results show that this or similar method should also consider redirecting the requests to wired peers or even aggressively replicate the files across peers for improved availability, since we saw generally low wireless Kazaa participation (average 32 daily and 56.7% nodes were only active for one day during 4-week trace).

The iTunes client does not have a query interface for remote peers without after mounting their playlists. This factor is discouraging, since mounting a playlist takes time in the order of tens of seconds. We believe that returning the availability of queried songs and their last seen location will be a valuable service to users, and has potential to enhance social networking of the iTunes community together with other services such as user ratings and a chat interface (not available in iTunes). Supporting such queries without a centralized server, however, would require each node to actively exchange playlists of their own and those they have seen. Eventually each node should know the information of every song in the network through opportunistic playlist exchange. Our analysis results show that this approach will suffer from a slow convergence time since we still had 5 separate components even for the wireless-only sub-network after 4 weeks. However, this approach may be a good approximation since the giant component in the wireless-only sub-network covered almost 97% of participants in our case.

Finally, we are also studying how Internet worms may propagate through these peer-to-peer social networks among wireless hosts, which are often less closely administered and more vulnerable. P2P worms has the potential to directly infect a victim’s neighbors since a node often caches its peers’ addresses, without the need to scan the Internet to find targets, as do existing worms such as CodeRed [13]. Such non-scanning worms are much stealthier and could dodge existing detection methods [13]. Our results show that if a wireless host is infected in Kazaa network, P2P worms may migrate quickly away from a local site by following edges to remote peers since there is little communication among local Kazaa hosts. This behavior calls for inter-organization cooperation to observe the global patterns for quick response. Unfortunately if the P2P worm could also infect iTunes nodes, then it will travel quickly in the community through established paths in social networks, given that the iTunes network tend to have short paths as we found. We are further investigating this research direction.

5 Summary

We analyzed two Internet-based social networks formed from online interactions, with a focus on wireless participants. The Kazaa users form a global file sharing network and the iTunes users form a local music streaming network. We present our findings regarding several structural properties and their evolution, and we discuss how these results could be leveraged for the design and implementation of wireless applications and supporting systems. As future work, we plan to further study the traffic characteristics in these networks, and to model Internet worms in the wireless social networks using the results presented here.
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